Read the poem 'Wayne the Stegosaurus' and answer the questions.

Meet the stegosaurus, Wayne.
He doesn’t have the biggest brain.
He’s long and heavy, wide and tall,
but has a brain that’s extra small.

He’s not the brightest dinosaur.
He thinks that one plus one is four.
He can’t remember up from down.
He thinks the sky is chocolate brown.

He wears his bow tie on his tail
and likes to eat the daily mail.
When playing hide-and-seek he tries
to hide by covering his eyes.

He thinks that black is really white.
He’s sure the sun comes out at night.
He thinks that water grows on trees
and when it’s hot he starts to freeze.

He’s happy when he’s feeling ill.
He likes to dance by standing still.
And when it’s time to go to bed,
he puts bananas on his head.

He thinks his name is Bob, not Wayne,
but that’s what happens when your brain
(although you’re big and brave and spiny)
is very, very, very tiny.

-- Kenn Nesbitt
Questions

1. What colour does Wayne think the sky is? _____________________________

2. What does Wayne wear on his tail? _____________________________

3. How does Wayne hide when playing hide and seek?
   __________________________________________________________________

4. When does Wayne think the sun comes out?
   a  during the day                                      b  in the morning
   c  at night                                      d  in the afternoon

5. When is Wayne happy? ________________________________________

6. Unscramble the following words from the poem.

   
   n a n s
   a b a

   i b n
   a r

   e e r e
   z f e

7. How many stanzas are there in this poem? ____________________________

8. In the fourth stanza, which word rhymes with trees? _________________

9. In the first stanza, write down three words that describe Wayne's appearance.
   __________________    __________________    __________________

10. Apart from the stegosaurus, name three other dinosaurs that existed millions of years ago.
    __________________    __________________    __________________